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"Reliable and accurate information that Defra
can use to support sound decisions in developing,
implementing and evaluating policy".
•
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Where are we now with ‘evidence’?
The ‘problem’ with OSPAR’s slogan
MCZs – what evidence do we need now for management?
MCZs – what we have now (a brief example)
The ‘evidence cascade’

Overwhelming amount of literature out there
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Evidence: the scale of the task (just one example)
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Number of papers on estuarine and coastal recovery published annually. From Duarte et
al. 2013. Paradigms in the Recovery of Estuarine and Coastal Ecosystems. Estuaries and
Coasts, DOI 10.1007/s12237-013-9750-9

‘Improvements’ in what we know (since 2010)
In particular, we now know a lot more about:
• The scale, frequency and character of natural fluctuations
• The rate and trajectory of recovery of previously exploited species and damaged
habitats when damaging pressures are removed
• Which methodologies for gathering evidence work (in situ survey and sampling, some
acoustic techniques) and which do not (are unreliable and inaccurate: algorithms to
predict seabed types; Acoustic Ground Discrimination methods) – they may improve
And a little bit more about:
• What is where in the way of habitats and species
• The character, rate and trajectory of recovery of seabed habitats and species when
damaging pressures are removed
• The biological traits of species that help to determine their ‘sensitivity’
We have made little or no progress in better understanding (or, more precisely,
influencing policy advisors to better understand):
• What are the seabed species and habitats that would benefit from conservation
measures
• What are the species and habitats that will not benefit from or do not need
conservation measures

Understanding what MPAs can and cannot do

Marine Conservation (MCS magazine), Autumn 2013

….. establishing an ecologically coherent
network of well-managed MPAs in the
North-East Atlantic by 2010
An aspirational, scientifically flawed, linguistically inept, impractical slogan
But, the saving grace:
…………… “well-managed”

Even as late as 2012, OSPAR had to declare* “no specific
definition for the term ‘ecological coherence’ has yet
been formally agreed upon internationally and only a few
theoretical concepts and practical approaches have been
developed for an assessment of the ecological coherence
of a network of MPAs.”
* OSPAR (2013) 2012 Status Report on the OSPAR Network of Marine Protected Areas,
Publication Number: 618/2013, OSPAR Commission, London

Getting better at gathering evidence

So, what evidence do we need to improve for undertaking
management of MCZs?
• We need better knowledge of biological traits especially of designated taxa and of
species characteristic of or dominant in threatened biotopes
in order to use ‘sensitivity’ more extensively in environmental protection and management.
• We need to analyse and catalogue in an accessible way knowledge of events and their
effect on (usually) species that will help to interpret change.
• We need to get a better understanding of ‘rarity’ and how to identify species that
are rare and scarce.
• We need to resurrect Nationally Important Marine Features , and use the ‘Designated
taxa’ list as our touchstone (i.e. not just BAP species!) (www.marlin.ac.uk/nimf)
• We need to continue mapping the distribution of species and biotopes by in situ survey.

And, what ‘infrastructure’ do we need to support management?
• We need to provide the ‘touchstones’ that managers should use and develop somewhere
to ‘put’ reference observations of change and recovery that will be accessible.
• We need to better educate the current and next generation of managers, policy
advisors and policy makers.
Policy advisors and policy makers may prefer / also refer to:
Olsen, E. M., Johnson, D., Weaver, P. et al. (2013) ‘Achieving ecologically coherent MPA networks in Europe:
science needs and priorities. Marine Board Position Paper 18’, in K. E. Larkin, and N. McDonough (eds.) European
Marine Board Working Group on Marine Protected Areas, European Marine Board, Ostend, Belgium

The evidence is that this is the best known example anywhere in
Britain of ‘Fragile sponge and anthozoan communities’ (a FOCI habitat
in the MCZ ENG) including many rare and scarce species, one known
from only four locations worldwide, one new record for Britain, and
many highly sensitive to damaging activities.

Image from this site used in the Folkstone to Pomerania MCZ – very misleading, even dishonest!

And, what is the MCZ where that biotope occurs designated for?
The Isles of Scilly Marine Conservation Zones Designation
Order 2013
SCHEDULE 5 Articles 3(2)(e) and 4(e)
Lower Ridge to Innisvouls
(one of 11 areas that constitute the IoS MCZs)

One has to ask “Was it worth the bother?”
The site is also within the Isles of Scilly SAC where reef habitats are designated

MCZs should have been an opportunity to
enhance knowledge of locations and therefore
improve management of activities that may
damage marine natural heritage importance of
those locations.
Not listing the attributes that would benefit
from conservation measures in MCZ Designation
Orders is a major missed opportunity to ‘dobetter’.

"Reliable and accurate information that
Defra can use to support sound decisions
in developing, implementing and
evaluating policy".
Including data and information from:
Peer-reviewed publications
Best available data and information from reliable sources

Best available advice (a.k.a. wisdom) from knowledgeable and
experienced marine ecologists

‘Wisdom’ – where does it come from?

Thankyou

There are such books – read them
But what you really need is a Wise Old Elf

